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Lost & Found, Jim and Ada
McCown, Will Caudill & Route 7,
Sunrise Ridge, Phil & Ann Case
2PM • $8, Free for children 10 and under
Hosted by: Breaks Interstate Park
Location: Conference Center, 627 Commission
Circle, Breaks For lodging and meal packages, call

the Breaks Interstate Park at (276) 865-4413 or visit
breakspark.com

A full day of great mountain music in the scenic
“Grand Canyon of the South”. THE LOST AND
FOUND BAND was formed in 1973 and became
quite popular playing bluegrass festivals, with Mills’
exceptional songwriting contributing much to the
group’s fame; “Love of the Mountains,” has become
a bluegrass standard.
Bluegrass duo, JIMMY AND ADA MCCOWN
have recorded numerous albums of songs and
instrumentals.
WILL CAUDILL & ROUTE 7 is a bluegrass band from
Letcher County, Kentucky. Their first three albums,
released between 2010 and 2012, featured 28 of
Will Caudill’s original songs. Playing a combination
of slow and fast music—a winning mix of bluegrass,
country, and gospel—Will Caudill & Route 7 is a
consistent crowd pleaser.
SUNRISE RIDGE is a lively and entertaining
bluegrass band from Letcher County, Kentucky.
Their repertoire includes traditional bluegrass, a little
newgrass, and an occasional country tune. They can
also change gears and lay down some great flat
footing old time music.
ANN AND PHIL CASE have been singing and playing
music together since 1990. They specialize in
singing old time Appalachian duets, old-fashioned
parlor songs and Depression-era tunes as well as
performing old time instrumental duets. Their sound
draws upon the influences of the Carter Family and
their contemporaries, early country blues, ragtime,
and traditional ballad singing.
23 • mtnsofmusic.com

The guitar, brought by the Spanish to the New World in
the seventeenth century, was not common in the Blue
Ridge through the dawn of the twentieth century. During
his ballad-collecting trips in Appalachia during World War
I, English folklorist Cecil Sharp heard many traditional
ballads but encountered few guitars. By the mid-1920s,
though, as the commercial recording industry began to
record musicians from Appalachia, the guitar had become
established in the Blue Ridge, and was used in a range of
musical settings, whether traditional or popular.

Crooked Road All Star
Bluegrass Band
2PM • $12 in advance, $15 after May 31, 2016
Hosted by: Country Cabin
Location: 6034 Kent Junction Rd., Norton
Can any other comparably sized area in the USA
claim as talented an array of bluegrass musicians as
the Crooked Road? Indisputably the five musicians
who together form THE CROOKED ROAD ALL
STAR BLUEGRASS BAND—SAMMY SHELOR (banjo),
JUNIOR SISK (guitar and vocals), BILLY BAKER
(fiddle), WAYNE TAYLOR (bass and vocals), and
SHAWN LANE (mandolin and vocals)—are among
the finest bluegrass musicians anywhere, with
countless performances in leading venues, numerous
influential bluegrass recordings, and an astounding
number of major awards to their collective credit.
These musicians (with the exception of Taylor
and Lane) have primarily worked separately,
not together. While building their reputations
performing with other musicians in legendary
bluegrass bands (Shelor with The Lonesome River
Band, Sisk with Rambler’s Choice, Baker with
Bill Monroe and His Blue Grass Boys, and Taylor
and Lane with Blue Highway), these talented
natives of Southwest Virginia all love to play
bluegrass with other musicians who, despite the
competitive nature of the music business, are not
rivals, but good friends. These five musicians—
growing up within a culture that values tradition,
community, and homemade entertainment—will
enjoy every moment of performing together at the
Homecoming, and anyone wanting to hear the most
inspired and inspiring bluegrass music in America
today would be wise not to miss this group.

Among the earliest Appalachian musicians to make
recordings featuring the guitar were three musicians from
the Crooked Road area: Henry Whitter, from Grayson County;
Ernest Stoneman, from Carroll County; and the Carter
Family’s Maybelle Carter, from Scott County. Those three
musicians were part of the famous recording sessions for
Victor Records in Bristol during the summer of 1927 (though
Whitter played harmonica in Bristol), and all three continued
to showcase the guitar on many subsequent recordings.
Another influential guitarist who recorded at the Bristol
sessions was Meridian, Mississippi-native Jimmie Rodgers.
The guitar was initially distributed across Appalachia as an item from the Sears-Roebuck and other retail
mail-order catalogs. Before the arrival of the guitar to the Crooked Road area, traditional music consisted of
a cappella singing, or singing accompanied by the ﬁddle and the banjo, or instrumental performance on those
two instruments. By the 1920s, the guitar had already become nearly as popular as the ﬁddle and the banjo.
Maybelle Carter’s approach on the instrument—playing the melody on the bass strings with a thumbpick, in
alternation with higher-string strum patterns—was inﬂuenced by the African American guitarist Lesley Riddle,
who also assisted A.P. Carter on song-collecting trips.
Several other musicians associated with the Crooked Road area have contributed to the development of guitar
style through the later decades of the twentieth century and to the prominence of the instrument in American
music. A number of talented guitarists from Southwest Virginia—including such black players as Archie
Edwards and the Foddrell brothers (Marvin and Turner) and such white players as E.C. Ball and Fields Ward—
have advanced the possibilities for the guitar in traditional music. While playing for the Stanley Brothers,
George Shuffler introduced a cross-picking guitar technique that has proven influential in bluegrass, while
several contemporary bluegrass musicians, including Wyatt Rice and Junior Sisk, make recordings that feature
their own sophisticated bluegrass guitar stylings. One contemporary master guitarist in the region—Wayne
Henderson—is also a master luthier whose hand-crafted instruments have been praised by guitarists from
around the world (most famously by rock guitarist Eric Clapton).
The composer Beethoven referred to the guitar as “an orchestra unto itself” because the instrument could
readily be played solo. However, as demonstrated by many musicians from the Crooked Road area, the guitar
has also revealed itself as adaptable to a wide range of other musical arrangements, and it is no surprise that
today the guitar is probably the most common instrument in Southwest Virginia.
Ted Olson is the author of Blue Ridge Folklife, a study of Blue Ridge culture, and a Grammy Award-nominated
music historian.
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